Meet Phoebe. Big heart, big laughs, Big dramas! Why won't Phoebe's annoying neighbour, Monty B, leave her alone? Can she get her dippy dad and overworked mum back together again? Will class mean-girl, Polly Carter, just get off her case for once? And most important of all - will she overcome her stage fright in time to sing her musical solo? This is a warm-hearted story about the triumphs and traumas at the Star Makers Drama Club - a special place where everyone has their moment to shine.

- Philoponus: On Aristotle Physics 1.4-9
- Philanthropy and the Nonprofit Sector: An Introduction
- Pharmacy Soapbox: Vol Two
- Philosophy of Religion for A2 Level
- The Philosopher's Stone
- The Phoenician Origin of Britons Scots and Anglo Saxons Discovered by Phoenician and Sumerian Inscriptions in Britain by Pre-Roman Briton Coins
- Philosophy: A Guide Through the Subject